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TISTRACT In this article the focus of attention is on two issues: the study of the
:ilaqgenc€ of new approaches to endogenous general economic growth and to regional
!m tt and the drawing up of policies which aim to create technology parks as instruments
r 

=1rcnal economic growth. The approach, initially at least, may be situated within the
6-!p( of Marshallian externality, but also within the Buchanan clubs theory. The paper
relt sprcifically on two aspects: *re lnterraction between economic agents in ihe process of
lorth and the existence of a threshold value or critical mass capable of generating self-
millrng .Sevelopment.

- NiTRODUCTION

E^ra1661. growth has varied greatly from country to country and, within a given
ir@rrrcn. from region to region. In recent years diverging growth rates, contrary to
t raJrtions of neoclassical models, have injected new life into the development
r u :trocrl'of economic growth and stimulated a revision of these models.

llr Eeneral economic growth approach has placed greater emphasis on
ItE:rrii{:?ron and on the identification of growth motors: firstly, the accumulation
,r rr.srcal capital, then technological progress, human capital or the set of
n'ruree However the regional economic development approach highlights to a
1p r4ree factors of localisation: the existence of natural resources, extemal
ltrnnt'r-:- economies of agglomeration, etc.

lhc ixie division gave rise to a policy of regional growth grounded on the
rer :f nfrastructures, whereas general growth policies placed greater emphasis
n t r-r'unulation of physical and human capital, with technological progress
El D fl,.genous factor. The results obtained have varied greatly. It could be said
lh .n'T:rre physical infrastrucfure and accumulation of capital are necessary,
hllr :ct rn themselves sufficient, conditions for economic growth.

- irr"-is of this paper is on two issues: the convergence of new approaches to
q!rD:ri!.r ;eneral economic growth and to regionalgroMh, and the attributes of
*G rt-rf, aim to create technology parks as instruments of regional economic
NFa ]c approach, initially at least, may be situated within the concept of
lhruun errernality, but also within the Buchanan clubs theory (Sandler and
brlr- .9t0). We will dwell specifically on two aspects: the interactions
lG x"tr:rril agents in the process of growth (Becker, 1974) and the existence
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of a tlrreshold value or critical mass capable of generating self-sustaininl
development (Azariadis and Drazen, 1990).

All of the above will be explained against the backdrop of today's econom\.
which is characterised, first and foremost, by increasingly open and globalisec
economies in which regional development is part and parcel of general developmenl
moreover, growing incomes produce a greater diversification of demand. Production
is therefore faced with increasingly large and diversified markets.

It is in this context that technology parks are placed as instruments capable t':
creating the external economies needed to trigger spatially localised economi:
growth. In the following section the relation between factors of economic growth anc

their spatial environment is examined. In section 3 we examine the role .:
technology parks as mechanisms which can create spatially localised externalities

Lastly, we will offer some general recommendations.

2. II\NOVATORY SPATIAL ENVIRONMENTS AIID THE DECISIONS
OF ECONOMIC AGENTS

Analytical approaches to economic growth have viewed the process of grout:
as a mechanism whereby inputs are transformed into outputs. Economic analysis has

focused on the investigation of factors of development, considering the process a:

a kind of black box or flight recorder. In spite of the complexity of the process c:
economic development, and in an endeavour to decode this black box, that is, to fin;
the microeconomic roots of growth, a distinction is drawn between decision-makin3
agents and their environment. At the root of the analysis, in an economy featurin:
decentralised decisions, we can identiS a series of individuals who make decisions
regarding savings, investment in physical capital, investment in human an:
technological capital, etc. Secondly, we can identifr the physical infrastructure an:
institutional framework in which these agents operate, and also the existence c:
mechanisms of cooperation and confrontation (producers associations, contractua.
regulations, conflict settlement procedures) which regulate relations between then:

This second element constitutes the environment. The decentralised location of the

agents, in which they actually operate, contribute to the results of such decision-
making in a very significant way.

The development of mathematical models of growth and the need to maintain
properties of convexity have eliminated in the neoclassical model interactior.
between economic agents, more emphasis has been placed on the individua.
decisions of agents than on the way they interrelate, as if these agents operated ir
isolation (Romer, I 990).

Recent years, however, have witnessed a convergence of the theory o:
endogenous growth and those of regional economic growth. New endogenous

economic growth literature analyses microeconomic growth factors in a given space

In this approach the accumulation of (scientific and technological) knowledge plar s

the role of the chief motor of growth (Freeman and Palansky,1992). The fact that th:
set of knowledge, and hence of information, poses problems of appropriateness anc

non-rivalry leads to the problem of externalities and collective action (Romer, 1986
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,\ :,1'n externalities exist the market with private decisions produces inefficient
: -"catiort of resources (Cole el al., 1992).ln this case, irrcentives to invest in human
:i:rtal or R+D are dependent on private as opposed to social returns and thus, given
-': the latterare lrigherthan the former, investment is sub-optimal. In the case of
: :-.rtiolls irrvolving public goods, cooperative behaviour can lead to higher returns
---i;r non-cooperative behaviour. Thus, successful economic development policy calls
' 

- ,: the design of cooperative mechanisms, that is, ones which encourage economic
r :=rls to adopt cooperative behaviour/strategiesr.

T*o stages can be distinguished in economic growth which is based on the
;i--mulation of knowledge: in the first and much more risky stage new goods and
:r cesses are conceived, designed and experimented with and production of the new
:"-.iuct is organised (oran existing productive structure rnodified). In the second,
--:n the product has become known on the market and is standardised, Irass
:r,,:rlction is commenced, although this is always subject to incremental
:--iations.

This complete process can be carried out in two different economic activify
"r:'risation models: the so-called integrated model, in which both stages are

:c-. :rmed in major enterprises, and the flexible or disintegrated model, which we
; :-:t also call "Silicon Valley", in which the productive process is split among
*.r-', undertakings, linked by some communication and coordination mechanism.

:re integrated model has certain advantages in that it can avail itself of
*::--:ntial research resources. Moreover it internalises the externalities generated

r'. -.:r.-rr ations and has a structure for coordination and information between the
:. =-:::nt stages of the process. However, it also poses obvious problems such as the
-:r r:;ir ed from innovations in a given stage of the productive process, or the risk
r;: ::e introduction of a new product might endanger the overall organisation.
: L: .=:ir. they may be a shortage of incentives to innovate, especially if innovation
::€.:-i that important capital goods are to become obsolete. Moreover, certain
;,a:.:j::Tlents may be reluctant to change their routines.

I:: advantages and drawbacks of the disintegrated organisation model are the
: :.= .rf those just cited for the integrated model. Individual companies have fewer
r:s:--:h resources, are less self-sufficient and usually specialise in only one stage
r :e :roductive process. Hence they need much closer ties with other companies,

-, .:. rurn this can be advantageous in that innovation risks can be isolated more

-,€:-- .. there is greater competition in the different stages of production, which
n, r-: s:rmulate innovation, or a greater degree of specialisation can be opted for.

.: srm. one can saythat in the integrated model large enterprises create their
-.:...rative environment, which is internal to the enterprises, whereas in the

ilr :::,,;ri:i[3t€d model the external environment, as defined above, creates the
tr.i-:.'.es for innovative entrepreneurs to appear. For this reason, what we have

m,=:'i-.e environment (physical, social, institutional) plays a fundamental role in

--: ::.corerical aspects of mechanisms of optimal allocation have been dealt with in

ilmu-.L - :i rr Hurwicz (1973). The more empirical problems of collective action have been

u{&:-: {: :', sociologists such as Oliver and Marwell (1988) and Marwell and Oliver (1988).

89
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the disirrtegrated model by generating incentives for innovation.
New literature on regional economic development has highlighted the role o:

innovative environments or milieux, that is, areas which are characterised by therr
particular sensitiverress to innovation2 and which might be defined as the space in

which external economies, communications and interaction mechanisms are createi
to facilitate the acquisition of knowledge by the various agents. This is consisten:
with tlre notion of endogenous growth. The approach can be said to have originatec
in Marshall's concept of the industrial district, which has been taken up once agair

both by network literature which examines in depth social networks, networks r-:

flexible environments, and above all by Italian literature on industrial district.
(Saxenian, 1990; Scott, 1986; Beccatini, 1988).

This approach to regional economic development takes into consideratior:

investment decisions as well as the inter-relations between economic agents in i
given space. Its novelty lies in the fact that it considers simultaneously new factors

of economic growth together with their environment. In view of the fundamental rolt
played by knowledge and innovations in new models of economic growth, highe:
education and research infrastructures form the basis of the link betrveer:

development and space (Lucas, 1988). It could be said, therefore, that in the face o:

world demand, innovative spatial environments determine the localisation anc

specialization of fi rms.
When speaking of innovative environments reference must be made to two basi;

elements: on the one hand, the different fypes of neighbourhood externalities (Jaffe.

1986), which are closely Iinked to socialnetworks, and, on the other, the existence

of threshold values or critical mass in these externalities. The existence of
discontinuities or, if preferred, threshold values has been highlighted by Azariadis
and Drazen (1990, p. 518) as being the consequence of an accumulation of
knowledge. In their opinion, a given level of knowledge permits a given potentiai
groMh rate and only when the level of knowledge reaches a new threshold value u'ill
new grouth be attained by the economy. It is important to stress here the importance
not only of the volume but also the composition of the externalities.

This article hopes to bring out the relevance of decision-making agents and the

environment in raising levels of economic growth. In particular, in the attainment of
the externalities which are necessary to reach threshold values in the function of
production a decisive role is played by certain private inputs -innovative
entrepreneurs, private R*D centres, private venture capital, etc.- and others of a

collective nature, be they public (public R+D infrastructures, higher education.
communications nefworks) or private (associations of different fypes, networks of
personal relationships).

In order to clarify the above, we might express the productive capacity of an

innovative environment (Q) as a function of a vector of private inputs (x) and of

2 Generally-speaking, we understand innovation to be any contribution which tends to

improve the price/quality ratio of the goods or services in demand. We are referring therefore
to different types of product innovation or process innovation: radical, adaptative and

incremental.
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Figure 1. Productive Capacity of an Innovative Environment

lm:r:€- '. ector of collective inputs (y) as Q : f(t,y) The set of collective inputs (y)
:a: :< ::r ided in turn into physical infrastructure inputs (y,) and institutional
r:-ir:i::ure inputs (yr). Private inputs (x) (investment in human and physical

-rs,-: - R -D. etc.) will have to be placed together with the collective inputs. Thus

:F: ; ... be a combination of collective (y " ) and private inputs (x ' ) in which, as
: c-:: . sho* s, a jump in the growth rate will occur, that is, a threshold value will
lu -:e::-:d. Hence, a spatial area becomes an innovative environment when the
:":r:'c :,::s necessary to stimulate innovative agents are created.

.: ::rld be said, therefore, that in order to be successful a policy of regional
s:::n,:-.: Cevelopment will have to create an innovative environment. Put another
u{'!i' : : lsr solve problems of risk, coordination of decisions, creation/diffusion of
r" .-::.:,n and learning. Depending on the extent to which technology parks are

JuuB: :*i :' :'neans to solve these problems, they could be said to be an instrument of
?ic.:r: =::nomic development.

O
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3. TECHNOLOGY PARKS AND THE CREATION OF INNOVATIVE
ENVIRONMENTS

As was stated above, strategies for regional economic development must provid.

solutions to the problems of corrrpetitiveness in an open econolny. There exists "
given denrarrd and the regional econorny rnust tackle the problem of lrow to pror idr

products irt deutand in better conditions than those offered by others

Cornpetitiveness can be maintained either throLrgh prices, with low production costs.

or through technological and hurnan capital irrputs which, il accompattied br

extenralities, rvill give the region its cornpetitive edge. This is the context in whrci
technology parks may be situated as instruments for the creatiott of externalitie.

capable of gerterating growing returns.

As is known, teclrnology parks emerged in a rather spontaneous trlanner anc

intitially their success stimulated the creation of other such parks as instruments fc:

regional econornic development. On the other hand, the high failure rate reflects the

difficulties inhererrt in this strategy. To begin witlr, it is wofth noting that the tern
"technology park" lras been used rather inaccurately. Here, however, we shall focu:

on the parks'role as iustrurnents forthe creatiott of spatial externalities, of innovatir.
euvironments. Notwithstanding the lack of conceptual precision referred to just norr.

it is possible to pinpoint a uumber of general characteristic features of parks, whicl:

are associated with regional economic development.

In the first place, parks rlay be viewed as being itrstruments capable or

"generating an environment which acts as a spur to technological innovation'
(MarlinezSanchez, 1987,p. 105).lnotherwords,atechnologyparkspolicycanbe
understood as olle which aims to generate an environment in which industry can

compete through the production of new products and new qualities, resulting frorrr

the application ofnew advances in technology to productive processes.

A second feature of technology parks is that they make intensive use of human

and technological capital. This means that R+D centres and highly-skilled local

labour markets must necessarily exist.
A third characteristic is that they are areas characterised by high-tech econotnic

activities. 'l'he term high-tech often proves confusing and has been defined in various

ways. Here, rve consider high-technology econornic activities as those fulfillin-s
certain characteristics (MacDonald, 1983, p. 331): wlten the use of the afore-

mentioned technology represents high risk; situations occur in which substantial

profits may be earned; there is a large accumulation of information and a major
propensity towards change.

Lastly, one can obsen e in the functioning of these parks increasingly deliberate

coordination between higher education, research and economic activity. This leads

to an acceleration of the research-innovation process on the one hand and also a
shortening of the duration of both products and processes. In reality, what is

occurring is a generalisation of the situation observed in the textile and clothing
sectors: products with a short shelf-life which require modifications in terms of
substance or design.

Thus, a characteristic feature of technology parks is the creation of externalities
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. - 'h are then harnessed by the enterprises located in said parks. This leads us to
:.' :echnology parks as a club, in accordance with the nreaning of the club theory.- 

-se the definition proposed by Corrres and Sarrdler (1986, p. 159) "a club is a
--l3n group deriving mutual benefit frorn sharing one or more of the following:

r r,: r.tion costs, the members' characteristics, or a good characterized by excludable
-r-;:lts". In our case, we are referring to a set of individuals who participate in a
ri-r. 3fld cooperate in the provision of a series of collective services: information
:i-.:rission, learnirrg, reputation, among otlrers. When the stock (and the make-up)
' | - -r\\ ledge existing in the park, along with the stock of transport, communication,
-,: :-:it'rnal, financial, research, educational infrastructures etc, reaches a threshold
:. -: r critical mass) self-sustained growth will be generated in tlre park 3.

l:;hnology parks, then, attempt to integrate the external economies generated
*' :3:,Ires of learning and research (set of know-how, up-to-date information,
r'.-:,ess to new ideas, capacity for experimentation, etc.) and business economic

!-- . :\ The existence of complementarity between the two sectors and of external
:- -,:ries of one sector with respect to the other, given that both are partof the
:;i:- : ::.n--ess, generates a rnultiplying dynamic, an effect of synergy. Thus, the chief
' ': :i technology parks entails not only suppoft in the form of physical
::i.::.Lcture but also communication and contact networks between the various
.;:---s. .r set of services and a contractual framework which will facilitate innovation
:!-ii '--: :apid response of supply/production to demand. ln the rest of this paper we
,-.: :ramine briefly how technology parks can resolve the problem of physical
:: -r:::rctures, the risk associated with hi-tech activities and the importance of
- ,'tr: :3Iion and learning networks.

*,v:-',r/ I nfraslr uct ures

,r ::Jut sound infrastructures, particularly transport and communication,
- ric- 3ct-rnorlic development can be said to be impossible. However, the physical
::-:.:::-.-tures which were the chief input of regional development in previous
r::r:.: -s are now a necessary, although not in themselves sufficient, condition. In
qu- 

":. 
j increasingly globalised economies, means of transport and, above all,

.,i 'l - -:lJarion are needed to maintain a competitive strategy.
--: rmportance of parks as means which make up component (y,) of the

- ,,r-1 '. : rnputs vector of function Q : f(x,y) is linked very closely to transport and

r-r:*"- -:.::etions. Both are crucial in order to satisfu market demand and also for the

ilb: -; :n of information, which is fundamental if a park is to function properly.
-:c '":: :rat they are highly innovative makes them information-sensitive in two
ri!' . :: :he one hand, information concerning scientific research carried out or the

ry:-, . ::es used in the park itself and, on the other hand, information on segments
'! :r:- r-: iniches) not yet satisfied.

1ll1J*

li

I be the same notion that lies behind concepts such as synergies or growing
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The Probletn of Risk

In gcneral orle can talk of two types of risk: one derived from investment
and another fronr the introduction of uerv products on the market.

As regards tlre first of the two types, scientific research is costly and innovar: ",
entail a degree of uncertainty as to the results obtained and priorities. The Sec--r.i

source of risk stems from the transition from research to the production .r:
distribution of the new good, which requires substantial investment to create ::'r
enterprises or new lines of production in existing ones.

The first type of risk can be attenuated through public sector financing , ,,i.

contracts for specific research. This forrn of financing has the advantaire -

permitting coordination between different investments in R+D and produ; -:
externalities of infonnation that may lead to spin-offs; in other words, public fun: -:
of R+D propitiates both access to and use of the new information by a gre. .:
number of people. The second type of risk can be shared by the venture cap. j.l

institutiorrs to facilitate nrarket entry to new enterprises.
Technology parks take a three-fold approach to solving these problems: thrc - r:

state research contracts, the promotion of venture capital institutions which .,.

participate in the creation of new firms, and the disintegration of the produci .:
process, that is, the putting in place of a contractual framework to diversify rrsi,

Coordinslion und Learning Networks

The process of economic development brings about greater specialisatio; .

economic activity, which in turn gives rise to problems of coordination (Edwards :-,:
Starr, 1987). In fact a feedback relationship occurs: specialisation accentuates::c
need for coordination while efficient coordination mechanisms pave the ua,, -

greater special isation.
Technology parks, therefore, are instruments for creating flexible €concr: r-

environments in their own right, in which contractual flexibility pennits fus. .,:
(combination of different sub-sets of information) and fission (splitting of a se: -

information into different sub-sets), or, put another way, the appearance of spin-c:',
In order to propitiate this twin fusion-fission process, technology parks ac: *

producers of relational goods, that is, as a means which facilitates the establishm<.r
of channels which permit communication of information and cooperation benr e<.1

the various agents. These social interconnection networks lie at the basis.'
component (yz) (social infrastructures) of the collective inputs vector of functio:-. -

= .f(x,y).
Interaction between agents also entails the passing on of information which. .i

the case of innovative environments, is new and scarcely codified (tacit knowledg:
Moreover, when such relations are maintained between complementary sectors su::
as centres ofhigher education, research centres and enterprises and other econo: ,:

agents, the feedback mechanism produced facilitates coordination and learnins
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CO:{CLUSIONS

3i rrav of conclusiou, and to sum up what has been said thus far, w'e misht
' ;- :ht the following.

: :st. tlre theories of endogenous economic growth and its regional counterpart
r.. :€ rntegrated in one and the same research programme. One could say that tbr

:c '--i: time it is now possible to develop a theory of economic growth with spatial

'-,::. : Economic growth is, therefore, merely the combination of different
:r s--:r:s in a given area. Of equal importance to the elements (if not moreso) is their

:-' - -.ment. which facilitates interaction between these elements through netu'orks

" : . -.munication and learning, cooperation mechanisms, etc.
i.=...nd. technology parks, which originally at least are spontaneous in nature.

-:::, .. ::e nothing otherthan an instrument forthe creation of the elements which
:;&; -r the externalities of innovative environments. Thus, they cannot be used as

" -; : recipe which is directly applicable to any region. Given the differences
rrn. :;-. resions, the role of technology parks will also have to be different.

-=::nology parks are based on the notion of the convergence within a given

mtr .: ::\ ironment of private inputs (innovative firms, private R*D centres, venture

-rii: -i . etc.) and other collective inputs (public R+D centres, communication
**.t--Jrur€s, etc.) which, as the result of the action of social networks linking up

:1i- :-: :rd public agents, give rise to, spontaneously at times, the coordination/
.", ;:. :,lion between both sides which is necessary for success. In other words, thel'

)!- r - ::- rhe quantitative (number of firms, level of production, etc.) and qualitative

r : : R-D. incorporation of technological advances to the productive process)

rT-:r . ::.renr $'hich will raise the levels of competitiveness of regional production.
r s:-3rrl).thenotionoftechnologyparksrespondstothenewdirectiontakenby

:c --,r. t-rf regional development and can be understood as being the practical

ir: -.. - r of our theoretical approach.

- ii: '.. the main conclusion to be derived from the detailed analysis of
r- :: .: environments and technology parks is that the environment in which

.rL r - : 3gents operate is akin to a public good and this makes it the focus of
::ri !i-- . 

= ::tion. Technology parks are like a club for the private agents (enterprises)

*:::: : rhe park in that there is joint provision and shared use of club goods. In

) -',-:.\!. the guidelines to be used to steer public sector action should aim to
rrr : ;: ::-iI the following problems: firstly, they should facilitate communication
riffii ::- '-:: r arious specialised economic agents, in view of the fact that information
,lrr 1:-,, .::.-rns. ri'hich is scarcely codified, requires face to face communication or

iril,mic:-d- - : " secondly, coordination is needed between the different decision-makers,

r \r- - i- .-rr-rS€ u'ho have a say in investment in human capital (new qualifications),
i - - :.- : : the creation of new enterprises; lastly, a third element to be taken into

lu; -:-- , :he handling of risk derived from innovative activities. If technology

..irr,tiiu-r ,, . i rhese problems they will be an instrument of regional economic

lrrlr : ,:,-=:.i. if not, they willjoin the ranks of the abundant arsenal of outdated

rmln:- -:-',-; -.iregional economic growth policy.

ej
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